The VTR is set to a TV receiver set to any open basic frequency.
Can build a dropout compensator on any machine.
Pound additional to the camera and operates on 12 volts.

VTR up to 200 feet away—it sends a video only (not audio). It weighs:
has developed a cableless camera which will send a video signal to a
precise Servo is needed.
with the horizontal lock. You get either Information or Snow. A more
keying and matting facilities and to make possible three camera fades
Where is the hardware and who's got it? There is one Sony portable to every 20,000 people
your "Electric Newspaper" is the answer (see below).

Germany is the wealthiest TV market. They've already bought U.S. underground movies for regular programming and some
innovations. So maybe we should learn from them. One of the reasons broadcast TV is so rigid is that the producers haven't yet got concepts to
mean, and it's what we've been doing and developing all along,
pushing the concept 'Advanced Television' at TV stations. It means whatever you want it to
mass media is a source of bread.

Inlets and outlets should be properly set up by 1971.

Software Markets and Types

In England it is not generally realized that the legal weekly 53 odd hours does not include
Production. Portable video has to be established as an important input to broadcast. This
mean, and it's what we've been doing and developing all along,

Software concepts
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